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Abstract 

        Our principle aim is to study algebraic module properties topologically. We concern topological 

quotient module from specially. Among results are obtained in the paper. We give the conditional 

through to obtain topological quotient modules from quotient module. 
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 مقاسات القسمة التبولوجية

 إقبال جبر حرجان                                                         

 ـــ الجامعة المستنصريةقسم الرياضيات ـــ كلية التربية 

 

 :الخالصة           

 ركزنا على مقاسات القسمة التبولوجية بشكل 0ان اهتمامنا الرئيسي هو دراسة الخصائص المقاسية الجبرية تبولوجياً                

 ت القسمة التبولوجية من مقاس تكون مقاسا درسنا الشروط التي من خاللها 0حث حصلنا على نتائج عديدة في البخاص و               

 0القسمة                

 

Introduction 

      The aim of this work is to study the properties of topological modules [1] .We start with simple 

cases of algebra and topology, but they are very important, so in our study we concerned with 

topological quotient modules of topological modules. 

     In the ending of twentieth century they begin to concern with study of topological group and at the 

ending of the 40
th
 they important with work topological ring by the scientist Cabaskee, that used 

quotient ring as a basic aim and the type of topological metric and his researcher were continued and 

in his forth paper in 1955, he gave the definition of topological modules and the partial topological 

measurement. The number of research like Dikran Dikranjan , Albertto Tonolo and Nilson touch on 

the conception of topological modules [2]. They concerned with metric space. They did not limit any 

specific research about topological modules [1] and they mentioned that in the researcher that study of 

topological linear space, topological modules and linear modules space. They fundamental 

neighborhood systems of zero are partial modules or contain partial modules.      

In this paper we study topological modules especially topological quotient modules [3]. The important 

point of this work is to evaluate the direct sum of finite topological sub modules of topological 

modules and effect of topological quotient modules and when the canonical map of topological 

quotient module are continuous open, closed and homomorphism map. We obtained some result of 

topological quotient modules n is a natural number. 
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1- Topological modules: 

In this section we give the fundamental concepts of this work. 

1-1 Definition:  [4] 

   A topological group is a group G together with a topology T on G such that the group's binary 

operation       and the group's inverse function     are continuous functions with respect to 

the topology.    

 

1-2 Examples: [4]   

     Every group can be trivially made into a topological group by considering it with the discrete 

topology. 

     The real numbers set, together with addition as operation and its usual topology, form a topological 

group. 

 

 

1-3 Definition: [2] 

      The topological ring R is a nonempty set together with two structures algebra ring and topology 

on R satisfy the following: 

1. A map           from       be continuous. 

2. A map      from     be continuous. 

3. A map          from       be continuous. 

 

1-4 Examples:  

     The discrete topology on the ring R is a topological ring. 

     The usual topology on the ring R is a topological ring. 

 

1-5 Definition: [2] 

      Let R be topological ring. The set E is called left topological module on R, if: 

1. E is left module on R.       

2. E is a topological group. 

3. A map          from       is continuous for all          

     On the same way, we may define the right topological module. 

 

1-6 Definition: [3] 

      1. Every abelain group is topological module on the discrete ring Z. 

      2. The module on a ring form topological module with discrete topology.  

 

1-7 Definition: [4] 

       Let E and    be two topological modules on the topological ring R,        is called topological 

module homomorphism, if: 

1.   is module homomorphism. 

2.   is continuous. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_(mathematics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topological_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_function_(topology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_number
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1-8 Definition: [5] 

            Let E be a topological module on R (topological ring), the sub set M of E is a topological sub 

module of E if; 

1. M  is a sub module of E. 

2. M  is a topological sub ring of E. 

3. A map          from       is continuous. 

 

 

1-9 Proposition: [6] 

      Let R be topological ring and          finite discrete topological module of R then the direct 

sum          
       

  be discrete topological module. 

 

 

1-10 Corollary: [1] 

      Let R be topological ring,         be a family of discrete topological module then the direct sum  

       
    

  be discrete topological module. 

 

1-11 Definition: [2] 

       Let E and    be two topological modules, the map                     is called homeomorphism 

topological module if, 

1.   is homomorphism module. 

2.   is continuous map. 

 

1-12 Definition: [1] 

Let E and    be two topological modules, the map                     is called homeomorphism 

topological module if, 

1.   is homomorphism module. 

2.   is topological homeomorphism. 

 

2- Topological Quotient Modules:   

2-1 Definition: [2] 

      Let M  be a topological sub module of topological module E, then the family of sub set F from 

    such that        is open of            and topology on     and called topological 

quotient module. 

2-2 Theorem: 

      If       be topological sub module of topological module E, then         is topological 

quotient module. 

Proof: 

  We must to prove that             ))               ) =           
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                        ) is continuous, since topological group                

is corresponding homeomorphism with topological group                  , that
'
s enough to 

prove the map                    is continuous from                    . But that 

immediately result of continuous composition of maps          and             such 

that                  .     

 

2-3 Theorem: 

        If          
       

 be topological sub module of topological module E, then the quotient topology 

         
         is topological quotient module. 

 

Proof: 

       We must to prove that              
                       

       
 ) =              

       
 

            
                    

         is continuous, since topological group             
          is 

corresponding homeomorphism with topological group                
         , that

'
s enough to 

prove the map                   
         is continuous from                    

        . But that 

immediately result of continuous composition of maps          and             
       

 such 

that                  .  

  

2-4 Theorem: 

              If       
   

 be topological sub module of topological module E, then the quotient topology 

      
      is topological quotient module. 

 

Proof: 

            We must to prove that           
                

   
 ) =           

   
 

         
             

     is continuous, since topological group          
      is corresponding 

homeomorphism with topological group              
     , that

'
s enough to prove the map 

               
     is continuous from                 

    . But that immediately result of 

continuous composition of maps           and           
   

  such that                  .  

2-5 Theorem: 

             If       be topological sub module of topological module E, then               

is continuous and open. The sub set F from         is closed iff        be closed. 

  Proof: 

     Let         be open set of E then           equal the union of each common set of sub 

set       . But       is an intersection with p.That is mean                       

                And       (       is an open of            by definition (2-1). Let 

F be closed set of          . Thus        is closed set of E. Since q is continuous, and   if 

       be closed set of E, then          is an open of E. Thus              is an open of 

         , but                        . Thus F is closed of          .      

2-6 Proposition: 

          If          
       

 be topological sub module of topological module E, then              
         is 

continuous and open. The sub set F from          
          is closed iff        be closed of E. 
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  Proof: 

     Let           
       

 be open set of E then           equal the union of each common set of sub 

set          
         , but         

       
 is an intersection with p.That is mean                     

         

         
       

           
           And       (         

         is an open of           
        . Let F be closed set 

of          
        . Thus        is closed set of E. Since q is continuous, and if        be closed set of 

E, then          is an open of E. Thus              is an open of           
         , 

but                       
          ). Thus F is closed of          

         .      

 

2-7 Proposition: 

          If      
   

is topological submodule of topological module E, then           
     is continuous 

and open. The subset F from       
      is closed iff        be closed of E.   

  Proof: 

     Let        
   

 be open set of E then           equal the union of each common set  of 

subset        
    , but      

   
 is an intersection with p.That is mean                  

     

      
          

      And       (      
     is an open of        

     . Let F be closed set of       
    . 

Thus        is closed set of E. Since q is continuous, and if        be closed set of E, then 

         is an open of E. Thus             is an open of        
    , but              

       
      ). Thus F is closed of       

     .      

 

2-8 Proposition: 

       If            are topological sub modules of topological modules E such that        
        then topological quotient modules       is congruent of topological generated of subspace 

      by topological quotient module      . 

 

  Proof: 

      Let          be canonical map and              be quotient map. Suppose p is an open 

subset of    ,thus         such that B is an open set of E. Since q is an open set, that q(B) is an 

open set of     , and q(     q(B) is an open set of q(     Since     is an union set contain   , 

we obtain                          Thus q(p) is an open set of               
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2-9 Proposition: 

       If                  are topological sub modules of topological modules E such that    
                then topological quotient modules       is congruent of topological 

generated of subspace       by topological quotient module      . 

 

  Proof: 

      Let          be canonical map and             be quotient map. Suppose p is an open 

subset of    ,thus         such that B is an open set of E. Since q is an open set, that q(B) is an 

open set of     , and q(     q(B) is an open set of q(     Since     is an union set contain   , 

we obtain                           Thus q(p) is an open set of                 

 

                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                      
         
                                                                                                                                                         
 

                                                                                                                                                   
 

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                   

 

 

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                      
                                             
2-10 Proposition: 

    If          such that            are topological submodules of topological module E, then 

the canonical map    
    

            is homeomorphism. 

  Proof:  

       The diagram is show that                                                                         

                      where                                                                                  

                defined by  

                          . 

Since            
  and       be continuous,                                                                    

open and surjective map. 

Thus is continuous, open and surjective map. 
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 2-11 Proposition: 

         If                  are topological sub modules of topological modules E such that 

                   then the canonical map     
    

            is 

homeomorphism. 

  Proof:  

       The diagram is                                                                                            

                                                                                                                

Since            
  and       be continuous,                

                                                                                                                                          

map.Thus    is continuous, open and surjective                      

map.                                                                                    
          

                        

                      

2-12 Proposition: 

        If                  are topological sub modules of topological modules E, then the module 

equivalent     
           

     
 

  

            
  be continuous map.  

           
  Proof:  

      Since the module homeomorphism                 
           

  
 and surjective module 

homeomorphism, ker     . 

The construction for the homeomorphism of   .               

                                                                                            

          
           

  
 , 

 but    is continuous module homomorphism, and 

 ker                 Thus   is continuous map .That is   be continues map .      

                                                    
 

                                                                                              

                                                                                                                         
 

 

                                                                               q             
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2-13 Proposition: 

        If                   are  topological sub modules of topological modules E, then the module 

equivalent     
                  

     
  

  

                  
  be continuous map.  

           
  Proof:  

      Since the following module  

                     
                

  
   is surjective module equivalent, that ker 

    . 

The construction for the homeomorphism of   .               

                                                                                            

        
                

  
   be homomorphism continuous module that, 

ker                     . Thus   is continuous map .That is   be continues map by 

proposition (2.12).          

                                                      
                                                       

                                                                                         
 

 

                                     q                
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